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We analyse the evolution of osmologial perturbations whih leads to the formation of large voids in the dis-

tribution of galaxies. We assume that perturbations are spherial and all omponents of the Universe � radiation,

matter and dark energy � are ontinuous media with ideal �uid energy-momentum tensors, whih interat only

gravitationally. Equations of the evolution of perturbations in the omoving to osmologial bakground referene

frame for every omponent are obtained from equations of onservation and Einstein's ones and are integrated by

modi�ed Euler method. Initial onditions are set at the early stage of evolution in the radiation-dominated epoh,

when the sale of perturbation is mush larger than the partile horizon. Results show how the pro�les of density

and veloity of matter in spherial voids with di�erent overdensity shells are formed.
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introdution

Large voids in the spatial distribution of galax-

ies are elements of the large sale struture, study

of whih an give important information about the

hidden omponents of the Universe � dark matter

and dark energy. Usually it is assumed, that dark

energy is unperturbed in the voids or, at least, im-

pat of its density perturbations on the peuliar mo-

tion and spatial distribution of galaxies is negligibly

small. In this paper we investigate the evolution of

perturbations of density and veloity of matter to-

gether with dark energy ones from the early stage,

when the sale of initial perturbation is muh larger

than partile horizon, up to urrent epoh. We anal-

yse the in�uene of dynamial dark energy on suh

evolution and its dependene on initial onditions.

We point attention to the evolution of density and

veloity pro�les of matter during void formation. For

this we have developed the program for integrating

the system of equation, obtained for desription of

evolution of spherial perturbation in 3-omponent

medium � radiation, matter and dark energy, �

from the equations of relativisti hydrodynamis and

gravitation [3℄. The omponent �matter� onsists of

dark matter (25% of total density) and typial bary-

oni matter (5%) the dynamis of whih is well de-

sribed by the dust-like medium approah at large

sales.

model of spherial void

and initial onditions

We assume that voids in spatial distribution of

galaxies are formed as the result of the evolution of

osmologial density perturbations with a negative

initial amplitude. It is believed that suh pertur-

bations are the result of quantum �utuations of

spae-time metri in the in�ationary epoh. They

are randomly distributed in amplitude with normal

distribution and are symmetrial by sign of density

perturbation from the average in di�erent regions

of spae. We onsider only salar mode of pertur-

bations, in whih perturbations of density δN (t, r)
and veloity vN (t, r) in every omponent N are or-

related beause of survival of the growing solution

only at the stage when the sale of perturbation

was larger than partile horizon. Positive perturba-

tions lead to the formation of galaxies and galaxy

lusters and negative ones � to the formation of

voids. Formation of strutures with positive per-

turbation is well desribed by Press-Shehter for-

malism, theory of Gaussian peaks and halo theory

of struture formation and their modern modi�a-

tions based on the numerial N-body simulations.

Although the evolution of voids in the distribu-

tion of galaxies is muh simpler than evolution of

galaxy lusters, sine it is desribed by the quasi-

linear theory, there is no omplete theory of voids

formation. Here we analyse the development of

negative osmologial density perturbations, whih

form the voids. The mathematial base of their de-

sription is the system of 7 di�erential equations

in partial derivatives for 7 unknown funtions of 2

independent variables δDE(a, r), δM (a, r), δR(a, r),
vDE(a, r), vM (a, r), vR(a, r), ν(a, r), whih were ob-

tained in [3℄ (equations (17)-(22)). Here Ω-s denote
the mean densities of the omponents in the unit of

the ritial one at the urrent epoh, w ≡ pDE/ρDE
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is the equation of state parameter of dark energy,

cs is the e�etive speed of sound of dark energy

in its proper frame, H(a) ≡ d ln a/dt is the Hub-

ble parameter, whih de�nes the rate of the expan-

sion of the Universe and is known funtion of time

for given osmology and the model of dark energy

(

H(a) = H0

√

ΩRa−4 +ΩMa−3 +ΩDEa−3(1+w)
)

and H0 is its today value (Hubble onstant). The

independent variables are sale fator a and radial

omoving oordinate r, whih de�ne the interval in

Friedman-Robertson-Walker 4-spae:

ds2 = eν(t,r)dt2 − a2(t)e−ν(t,r)[dr2 + r2(dθ2 +sin2 θdϕ2)].

It is assumed that geometry of 3-spae of the

Universe (unperturbed osmologial bakground) is

Eulidean. The metri funtion ν(t, r) at the late

stages, when the sale of perturbation is muh

smaller than the partile horizon, is the doubled

gravitational potential in the Newtonian approxima-

tion of Eq. (17) in the paper [3℄. The density and

3-veloity perturbations δN and vN are de�ned in

oordinates, whih are omoving to the unperturbed

osmologial bakground (see paragraph 2.2 in [3℄).

Thus, the veloity perturbation oinide with de�ni-

tion of peuliar veloity of galaxies (see, e. g., [4℄).

To solve the system of equations (17)�(22)

from [3℄ the initial onditions must be set. Let

us relate the initial amplitude of given perturba-

tion with mean-square one given by power spetrum

of osmologial perturbations. For this we de�ne

the initial onditions in the early Universe, when

ρR ≫ ρM ≫ ρDE, and physial size of the pertur-

bation aλ ≫ ct. In that time the perturbations are

linear (δ, v, ν ≪ 1), so without loss of generality

the solution an be presented in the form of sepa-

rated variables:

ν(a, r) = ν̃(a)f(r), δN (a, r) = δ̃N (a)f(r),

vN (a, r) = ṽN (a)f ′(r),

where f(0) = 1 and f ′(r) ∝ r near the entre

r = 0. Ordinary di�erential equations for ampli-

tudes ν̃(a), δ̃N (a), ṽN (a) are obtained from general

system of equations (17)�(22) from [3℄ by their ex-

pansion in Taylor series near the entre. The analyt-

ial solutions of equations for the amplitudes for the

radiation-dominated epoh (matter and dark energy

an be treated as test omponents) in the �superhori-

zon� asymptoti give the simple relation for them:

δ̃initR =
4

3
δ̃initM =

4

3(1 + w)
δ̃initDE = −ν̃ init = C,

ṽinitR = ṽinitM = ṽinitDE =
C

4a
init

H(a
init

)
, (1)

where C is an integration onstant, whih is de-

�ned by initial onditions. We set the value of C

in the units of mean-square amplitude of perturba-

tions, whih is implied from modern observations.

The Plank + HST + WiggleZ + SNLS3 data (see

[6℄ and referenes therein) tell that amplitude As and

spetral index ns of power spetrum of initial per-

turbations of urvature PR(k) = As(k/0.05)
ns−1

are

the following [6℄: As = 2.224 · 10−9, ns = 0.963.
Sine for perturbations with ak−1 ≫ ct the power

spetrum perturbations of urvature PR ≡< ν · ν >
is onstant in time in the matter- and radiation-

dominated epohs, in the range of sales 0.01 ≤
k ≤ 0.1 the initial amplitude whih orrespondent

to mean-square one is: σk ≡
√
As ≈ 4.7 ·10−5

. Here-

after we put in our omputations C = −1·10−4 ≈ 2σ
at a

init

= 10−6
.

numerial integration

For numerial integration of the system of equa-

tions (17)�(22) from [3℄ with initial onditions (1)

we have reated a omputer ode npdes.f, whih

implements the modi�ed Euler method taking into

aount the derivatives from the forthoming step

and improving the results by iterations. This sheme

of integration is the most resistant to the numerial

spurious osillations, is the fast and preise enough.

For example, the Hamming method of predition and

orretion of 4-order of preision with 5 iterations at

eah step need 3 times more proessor time for the

same preision of �nal result. The step of integra-

tion was posed as variable: da = a/Na, where num-

ber Na was piked up so that the numerial preision

of the result of integration at a = 1 was not worse

than 0.1%. In all alulations presented here we took

Na = 3 · 106.
The numerial derivatives with respet to r in

the grid with onstant step dr = RM/NR, where

RM is radius of spatial region of integration, were

evaluated with help of 3-rd order polynomial by

method of Savitzky-Golay onvolution [5℄: y′i =
[3(yi+1−yi−1)/4−(yi+2−yi−2)/12]/dr. The method

was tested by omparing the derivatives of analytial

funtions of the initial pro�les of density and veloity

perturbations. The value of step dr was estimated so

that the di�erene between numerial and analytial

derivatives do not exeed ∼ 10−5
of their values.

To take into aount the Silk damping e�et for

radiation we have added the terms δRkD/H/a2 and

vRkD/H/a2 into equations of evolution of δR and

vR, respetively, where the sale of damping kD was

omputed by formula (10) from [1℄.

If the values of e�etive speed of sound in dark

energy are cs > 0.01c, then the spurious osillations

with growing amplitude appear in this omponent.

Their ause onsist in no perfet sheme of integra-

tion by time, the numeri derivatives on spatial oor-

dinates and aumulation of numerial errors. To re-

move them we used the Savitzky-Golay onvolution
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�lter [5℄ with parameters nl = 12, nR = 12, m = 6,

by whih the spae-dependenes of derivatives δ̇DE
and v̇DE were smoothing at eah step of integration

by a. Suh smoothing pratially does not in�uene

on the �nal result of integration, whih is on�rmed

by omparison of the results with smoothing and

without it for ase of the dark energy model with

cs = 0, for whih spurious osillations do not ap-

pear. The maximum di�erene is less than 4% for

density perturbation and 1% for veloity perturba-

tion of dark energy in the region of maximum ampli-

tude of veloity perturbation.

The input parameters of the program are: the

Hubble onstant H0, the density parameters of all

omponents ΩR, ΩDE, ΩM = 1−ΩDE−ΩR, the equa-

tion of state parameter of dark energy w, the speed
of sound of dark energy cs, the initial amplitude of

perturbation C, the parameters of pro�le f(r) of ini-
tial perturbation, the parameter of step Na in a, the
size of integration region RM , and number of steps

of the spatial grid NR.

The omputer ode npdes.f has been tested

by omparison of the results of the integration by

ode with 1) known analytial solutions for density

and veloity perturbations in onformal-Newtonian

frame for radiation- and matter-dominated Uni-

verses [8℄, 2) results of integration of linear perturba-

tion by CAMB ode

1

[2℄, and 3) results of integration

by dedmhalo.f ode [3℄, developed on the basis of

dverk.f

2

for perturbation in the entral region of the

spherial perturbation. In all ases deviations did

not exeed a few tenths of a perent, whih means,

that preision of the integration is better then 1%,

and hene is high enough for our studies.

formation of voids

in the osmologial models

with dark energy

From our previous studies and studies of other au-

thors we know that the values of density parameter

and the equation of state parameter of dark energy

are well onstrained by urrent observational data,

while the value of e�etive speed of sound of dark en-

ergy is not onstrained (see, e. g., [6℄ and referenes

therein). That is why in this work we analyse the

formation of voids in the osmologial models with

dark energy with ΩDE = 0.7, w = −0.9 and di�erent

values of cs ∈ [0, 1]. Other osmologial parameters

in omputations are �xed too: ΩR = 4.17 · 10−5
,

ΩM = 0.3− ΩR, H0 = 70 km/s·Mp.

In this work we study the formation of the spher-

ial voids with initial pro�le f(r) = (1 − αr2)e−βr2
,

where α gives the size of the void rv = 1/
√
α and

β de�nes the initial amplitude of shell overdensity

around the void: δe = −αβ−1Ce−1−β/α
. For om-

parison of the results of this paper with the results

of aompanying one [7℄, let us set α = (k/π)2 and

β = 3α/4. This is a proto-void, whih is surrounded

with overdensity shell with δe ≈ δ(r = 0)/8. For

omparison we will also analyse the evolution of the

void with shells with smaller amplitudes of overden-

sity in 2 and 4 times.

In Figure 1 we show the formation of the spheri-

al void with rv = 31.4Mp (k = 0.1Mp

−1
) in the

matter and dark energy with c2s = 0: δM,DE(ai, r)
and vM,DE(ai, r) for ai = a

init

, . . . , a30 = 1. Thik

solid lines denote the initial pro�les of density and

veloity perturbations of both omponents, dashed

lines denote the �nal ones. The �gure on the right de-

pits the evolution of absolute values of amplitudes of

perturbations in the entral point of spherial void.

Veloity perturbation (entral panel) are given for

the �rst maximum (thik lines) and �rst minimum

(thin lines). Dotted line denotes the radiation om-

ponent. One an see, that in this dark energy model

the perturbations of matter and dark energy grow

monotonially after entering the horizon: the thik

solid lines are internal, the thik dashed lines are ex-

ternal. We also note, that the amplitude of the den-

sity perturbation of dark energy is approximately 40

times smaller than the matter one. The values of

veloity perturbations of matter and dark energy in

this model of dark energy are the same throughout

the evolution of the void. They inrease monotoni-

ally from a
init

to a ≈ 0.56. It is easy to see that the

latter value orresponds to the moment of hange

from deelerated expansion of the Universe to the

aelerated one. The evolution of the absolute val-

ues of density and veloity perturbations of matter

and dark energy in the overdensity shell is similar to

those in the entre.

Similar results of modelling of the void formation

in the matter and dark energy with c2s = 0.1 are

shown in Figure 2. �The piture� of the evolution

of the matter density and veloity perturbations has

not hanged, while for dark energy it has hanged

drastially. The �nal pro�les of dark energy pertur-

bations are lying on the zero line now. The right

�gure explains suh behaviour of dark energy during

the void formation: the veloity perturbation after

the entering into horizon derease quikly, and den-

sity perturbation slightly hanges during all stages

and in the urrent epoh does not di�er pratially

from the bakground value: δDE(1, 0) ≈ −2 · 10−5
.

The matter density perturbation in the entral part

of this void at the urrent epoh is δM (1, 0) ≈ −0.7.
We see also that the evolution of the absolute values

of density and veloity perturbations of dark energy

in the overdensity shell slightly di�er from the evo-

lution of ones in the entre of the void.

1

http://amb.info

2

http://www.s.toronto.edu/NA/dverk.f.gz
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The perturbation of dark energy with larger val-

ues of e�etive speed of sound after entering the par-

tile horizon is smoothed out even faster. Therefore,

the ratio of densities of dark energy and matter in

the entre of the void is

ρDE(1, 0)

ρM (1, 0)
=

1 + δDE(1, 0)

1 + δM (1, 0)

ΩDE

ΩM
,

and in the ase of evolution with onsidered initial

ondition this ratio is 3 time larger than on osmo-

logial bakground. This points to the importane

of studying of the voids for establishing the nature

of dark energy.

Study of the evolution of spatial pro�les of matter

density and veloity perturbations is important for

understanding of the formation of voids. They an

be obtained by normalization of every urve in the

left olumns in Fig. 1�2 by its amplitude. The re-

sult is given in Figure 3 for initial pro�les with three

di�erent values of parameter β.
They show, that in our model the perturbation

with initial density pro�le δ
init

(r) = −1 · 10−4[1 −
(r/rv)

2]e−βr2
with rv = 31.4Mp and β = 3r−2

v /4
(left olumn) leads to the formation of void with ra-

dius in omoving oordinates ≈ 38Mp with ampli-

tude of density perturbation in the entre δM (1, 0) ≈
−0.68 and the overdensity shell around it (δM > 0)
with thikness ≈ 36Mp and amplitude of density

perturbation δe ≈ 0.33. In the ase of β = 3r−2
v /2

(entral olumn) the radius of the entral void is

≈ 31Mp, the amplitude of density perturbation in

the entre is δM (1, 0) ≈ −0.69, the shell of over-

density has thikness ≈ 30Mp and the amplitude

of density perturbation δe ≈ 0.16. In the ase of

β = 3r−2
v (right olumn) the void has the following

parameters: the radius ≈ 25Mp, the amplitude of

density perturbation in the entre δM (1, 0) ≈ −0.73,
the maximum of overdensity in the shell δe ≈ 0.09
is at distane ≈ 31Mp from the entre, external

bound of shell, where sign of perturbation hanges

from �+� to �−� is absent. Important is the de-

pendene of pro�les of peuliar veloity of matter

in the void and around it on the model parameters

and initial perturbation. From Figs. 1�3 one an see,

that the �rst positive peak of peuliar veloity (from

the entre) is at the edge of the void and the se-

ond negative (veloity towards the entre) is at the

edge of the overdensity shell. The values of veloi-

ties in the ase of β = 3r−2
v /4 are vm−v(30Mp) ≈

200 km/s, vm−e(65Mp) ≈ −70 km/s, in the ase

of β = 3r−2
v /2: vm−v(25Mp) ≈ 170 km/s,

vm−e(60Mp) ≈ −66 km/s, and in the ase of β =
3r−2

v : vm−v(20Mp) ≈ 150 km/s and the seond neg-

ative peak is absent.

Note, that �nal value of the amplitude of the per-

turbation in the shell is the greater, the greater is its

initial value (smaller value of β), for the same value

of initial amplitude in the entre. One an see also,

that overdensity shell appears in the proess of evo-

lution of void even if its amplitude was very small

in the initial pro�le (�gure on the right), or absene

at all (α = 0, Gaussian initial pro�le). The evo-

lution of matter density and veloity pro�les points

that for interpretation of the observational data on

the distribution of void galaxies in the phase spae

the non-linear theory should be used (see also table

in [7℄).

onlusion

The large voids in the spatial distribution of

galaxies are formed from the negative osmologial

density perturbations of matter. The amplitude of

the density perturbation in the entral part of the

void at the urrent epoh is de�ned by the depth of

dip of Gaussian �eld of the initial matter density per-

turbations, the parameters of the osmologial model

and parameters of the initial pro�le. For example, in

the osmologial model with quintessential dark en-

ergy the initial negative density perturbation with

pro�les similar to the Gaussian ones lead to the for-

mation of the voids with the overdensity shells. In

suh voids with rv ≈ 30 Mp and δM(1, 0) ≈ −0.7
the maximal values of the peuliar veloity of galax-

ies are ∼ 150 − 200 km/s (movement from the en-

tre in the omoving oordinates) and are reahed

near the boundary. In the shells suh veloity is

direted to the entre, however its value does not

exeed ∼ 70 km/s. With inreasing the parameter

of initial pro�le β for the same rv the amplitudes of

the density and veloity perturbations in the shells

derease.

The density and veloity perturbations of the

dark energy evolve similarly to the perturbations of

matter at the stage when their sales are muh larger

than the partile horizon. After they enter the par-

tile horizon their evolution depends on the value

of the e�etive speed of sound cs. If cs = 0, then
similarity is onserved with the di�erene that the

amplitude of density perturbation of dark energy is

smaller in fator 1 + w. At the later epoh, when

the dark energy density dominates, this di�erene

inreased yet in ≈ 4 − 5 times more. If 0 < cs ≤ 1,
then the amplitude of veloity perturbation of dark

energy after entering the horizon dereases rapidly,

the amplitude of the density perturbation does not

inrease or even dereases too. Therefore, in the

voids the density of quintessential dark energy is ap-

proximately the same as in osmologial bakground.

The ratio of the densities of dark energy and mat-

ter is in 1/(1 + δM) larger than in the osmologial

bakground. The more hollow void is the larger this

ratio is. That is why the large voids are important

elements of large-sale struture of the Universe for

testing models of dark energy and gravity modi�a-

tions.
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Fig. 1: Void formation in dark matter (left olumn) and dark energy with c2s = 0 (entral olumn). On the right �

evolution of absolute values of amplitudes of density (top panel) and veloity (bottom panel) perturbations; solid lines

� dark matter, dashed lines - dark energy, point lines � radiation; thik solid and dashed lines � for entral point,

thin ones � for overdensity shell.
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Fig. 2: Void formation in dark matter (left olumn) and dark energy with c2s = 0.1 (entral olumn). On the right �

evolution of absolute values of amplitudes of density (top panel), veloity (bottom panel) perturbations in the entral

point (thik lines) and overdensity shell (thin lines).

Fig. 3: Evolution of pro�les of matter density and veloity perturbations with initial parameters α = (31.4)−2
Mp

−2

and β = 3α/4 (left), β = 3α/2 (entral), β = 3α (right). Thik solid line is initial pro�le, thik dashed one is �nal

pro�le.
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